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Historical role models



„There are only two females in the history of math, Sofia Kovalevskaya 
and Emmy Noether:

Discourse within mathematics and physics academically

„Statistics are like bikinis. 

                                 the former wasn’t a mathematician, 

                                           

- Aaron Levenstein

- Hermann Weyl

                                           What they reveal is suggestive, 
but what they conceal is vital.“

the latter wasn’t a woman.“



Women’s place and roles within the nerd culture

The Adorkable Misogyny 
of The Big Bang Theory



Gender ratio within mathematics in Iceland, high school level



Have you participated in the national mathematics 
competition? If not, why not?

Participants’ responses

„ No, I was too scared“

„ I was really busy, would’ve gone 
otherwise“

„ No, I probably wasn’t ready since I 
only just started high school“

„ No, I’m not confident 
enough in my mathematics 
ability“

„ No, I didn’t think I was good enough“   

„ No, I didn’t dare to do it“



Ideology behind the maths camp

- Thinking Classroom (Peter Liljedahl)

- Reading and Writing the World with Mathematics
(Eric Gutstein, Paulo Freire)



Financial equality

Participation fees are 3.000 isk kr 
(around 145 dkk, 225 nok, 220 sek, 20 euro)

- Instruction
- Supplies
- Lunch



How the math camps are set up! The schedule from summer ‘21



Monday - First day



Monday - First day



Monday



Tuesday - Number theory and (abstract) algebra



Tuesday - Number theory and (abstract) algebra



Wednesday - Geometry and graph theory



Wednesday - Geometry, graph theory and t-shirts!



Wednesday - Geometry, graph theory and t-shirts!

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://docs.google.com/file/d/1D1kBE1SDJwv4-ChVMqx00rze4QN8XdGg/preview&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1685002254424532&usg=AOvVaw3AJG6UptI5D_7X-dxu7rdM


Wednesday - Geometry and graph theory



Thursday - Probability and data analysis



Thursday - Probability, data analysis and a science trip!



Friday - Mathematics and society



Friday - Mathematics and society



Friday - Mathematics and society



Friday - Mathematics and society



Friday - Presentations and coffee ☕



Friday - Presentations and coffee ☕



♡ Physics ♡ 



Participants’ responses
Regarding the material and the teaching:

„ The teaching was amazing :) It was different from what I’m used to which is less attention and 
individual help“

„ The teachers managed to explain complicated material in a simple accessible and fun way“

„ The teachers seemed more interested and passionate about the material than I am used to“

„ The lessons were really fun, completely different from I am used to at school (can’t explain why)“

„ The spirit in the classroom was really different from what I’m used to, there was a lot more of a 
discussion about the material than in the lessons that I am used to, where we just work, work, work“

„ The teaching was in some regards similar to what I’m used to but I felt more comfortable about 
asking for help and it felt as if the whole group was helping each other“



Participants’ responses
Anything  in particular that stood out?

„ How much you can view in the context and in relations with mathematics and how the simplest 
things can be in some way mathematical “

„ Yes, the project we worked on in groups “

„ I found it really interesting to hear the mathematicians talk, to get a different teacher for every 
lesson and the food was reeeeaaally good “

„ The lectures and being surrounded by all these top-tier chicks (girls) “

„The last day, „ non-traditional learning ““

„Combinatorics was interesting and geometry was fun but by far the best was hearing the ladies talk 
about themselves, the different stories and how mathematics has influenced them “



Participants’ responses

Finish the sentence „When I solve mathematical task this next coming school year then…·

„I will know that I have the talent needed most of the time “

„I will try not to compare myself to others and focus on learning “

„I’ll have more confidence in myself “

„I’ll try to understand the material better, but not just learn the procedures and techniques “by 
heart”. I’m going to try and get my girlfriends to talk about the math problems to understand them 
better. “



Participants’ responses
Is there anything that you will take with you from these math camps?

„ I will take with me more knowledge and understanding about the jobs of mathematicians, and also 
the different ways that mathematics is all around us, for example in arts and sociology  “

„ Yes, I have learned so much that I’ve never learned in school before. Also, this was just so much 
fun. I also didn’t know that there were so many amazing women in mathematics in Iceland“

„ Mostly I think I will take with me that I have gotten to known all these fun girls, both which go to 
the same school as I do and those who go to other schools. I will also take with me an increased 
self-confidence regarding to mathematics  “

„ Increased interest in mathematics and a bit clearer idea of what I want to do in the future“

„ Friendships and that I can do a lot more in mathematics than I previously thought“

„ I accidentally stole a pencil “



Post-camp comments from participants

„ Having gone to the math camp has proven to be helpful over the last year. Stelpur diffra showed 
me how mathematics is used in different fields, disciplines and jobs, and the camp further deepened 
my interest in mathematics “ 

„ Stelpur diffra made me want to (and helped me) to learn mathematics in a bigger context and with 
greater ambitions than to just pass the next test.“

„ I’m ahead of my peers in my current mathematics class because of the material in the math camps 
and we adopted a freshman from the camps!“



Post summer camps



Any questions?

nanna@stelpurdiffra.is
info@stelpurdiffra.is


